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Formative Research 

Media already has a huge problem with its treatment of Asian people and Asian 

Americans, and this treatment is especially worse for the women in this marginalized 

community. “Women of color and femme women in particular are fetishized, obscuring the 

dynamics of racism, fatphobia, ability and hetero-patriarchy behind “personal 

preferences”(Walia). The stereotyping, fetishizing, exoticizing and subsequent “othering” of 

Asian women creates dehumanization, which is a type of gendered violence.  For our campaign’s 

message, we are hoping to both address and disrupt the widespread and harmful way that Asian 

women are dehumanized by media. 

Our campaign and message will consists of the following components: interviews from 

USC students to form the basis of our research, conceptual art for a mural/public art, a concept 

for an Internet advertisement, an image of what it might look like to use guerilla projection to 

project a message onto a location, all unified with a hashtag and phrase and compiled onto a 

website. 

 We are interviewing college students who attend USC so that we can collect information 

and research how the average student feels about this issue. USC is ranked in the top 10 most 

diverse colleges, at number 6 in the nation ( “University of Southern California”) and the 

university certainly advertises itself with a spotlight on this feature.  College students and 

Millennials who already want to know and seek out where injustice occurs are one of the core 

demographics that we want this campaign to appeal to. We wanted to ask a variety of students 

about these issues to see if they are affected by them, saw it happening, or if the concept was 
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new to them. Sometimes they may not know that a problem exists, but will agree that something 

should be done when they are made aware that it is a relevant issue, and that is why we want to 

include this demographic in our target audience. In collecting these interviews, we will better 

understand what the average person knows and perceives about this issue so that we can better 

tailor our campaign to this demographic.  

 We are aiming to complete around five to six interviews with students using mixed 

media, with audio and video interviews. Some of the questions that we have been asking focus 

on women’s personal experiences with discrimination or microaggressions, asking if they have 

perceived a wider issue surrounding the treatment of Asian Americans, and how this might affect 

them differently as minority women where these two identities intersect. We also ask about if 

they have noticed media misrepresentations and stereotypes, who their positive role models were 

growing up, and how negative or stereotypical portrayals of Asian women in media narratives 

translates to have an effect on women in the real world. 

 We will be creating some sample graphics for the campaign, which will ask people to use 

a hashtag to spread the message. We wanted to create three modes in order to reach our 

audience: a mural/public art graphic, an online banner advertisement, and similar to Week 1’s 

reading Guerilla Projection, using projected messages as a method to disrupt advertisements, 

street art, or public displays that dehumanize Asian women. For example, in Downtown LA 

there is a mural by a white male artist from Ireland, Fin DAC, who creates paintings of Geisha 

imagery and on his website he calls the “females” that he paints “Ethnic or otherworldy”. This 

would be one example of art that we would disrupt with a projected message. While we still have 

to come up with something possibly stronger, for now our rough draft idea for a hashtag is 

#NotYourStereotype. Any hashtag that we wind up choosing would focus on the idea that this 
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type of misrepresentation leads to seeing these women as “othered” and create a call to action to 

break the stereotypes that exist and persist. One example is disrupting Fin DAC’s work, and over 

the mural of the Geisha, we could project something along the lines of “This belongs in Blade 

Runner, not our streets. #NotYourStereotype” “This white male Irish artist describes his art as 

“renditions of Asian, ethnic or otherworldly females.” Yikes. #NotYourStereotype”. The most 

effective form of our messaging would be using this guerilla projection, because while people 

have seen many murals or online advertisements before, a disruptive act like this would create 

more buzz. If the message resonates with someone, they might use their own personal social 

media platforms to promote and spread the message, and each person acts as a type of influencer 

within their own circle of influence. 

In using a mural/art piece, it creates a piece of public art which is more appreciated and 

beautiful than a typical billboard. Additionally, in creating something visually appealing, it 

would be an image that someone would want to take a picture of and share. In a society where 

nearly everyone has a high definition camera living in their back pocket, if you can compel them 

to take it out, snap a picture and then share it with others, this can snowball and create a viral 

message. 

We also want to look into spreading this message online through both targeted ads and 

creating a viral conversation using Twitter’s hashtag system. One of the campaigns we 

considered, #NotYourAsianSidekick was a contender because of the way it utilizes the power of 

a hashtag, and Twitter “hashtivism” is a great way to spread a message in online circles. Our 

main focus the I Am campaign also employs the use of a hashtag as a call to action, and prompts 

people to “Join the conversation, hear and learn from others’ stories, and share your story via 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Google+, and YouTube with the hashtag #IAmStory” (Kim). Live 
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tweeting could spark a viral movement as others are inspired to contribute to the change by doing 

something as simple and quick as sending a tweet (under 280 characters) with their opinion. 

Something takes mere minutes for an individual to contribute, but if enough tweets are published 

it can wind up creating waves within the Twittersphere, especially if it trends. 

Advertising online is all about algorithms, and we want to utilize targeted advertising in 

order to reach someone who might already be interested in these issues. While it is somewhat 

controversial, Facebook categorizes people with specific “Interests” and uses these keywords to 

know which personalized ads to display to users. Everyone has a specific ad profile with labels 

which can be found through facebook.com/ads/preferences: “These include both specific pages 

you’ve liked and broader categories of things Facebook thinks you’re into based on every click, 

scroll, and hover you’ve made in your Newsfeed”, CBS Philly reports. Some of the categories 

that Facebook has for users that would be interested in this campaign could be (courtesy of 

SEOM Interactive): 

• Age: we want to use an age range of 18 to 25, since young people statistically tend to 

mobilize and have stronger interests in social change. However, it is good to keep in 

mind that other ages will still see this message if other interests align. 

• Gender: Women, Trans women, or non-binary identities. Once again, men will still see 

the message if another aspect of their ad preferences align, but the message would be the 

most effective if targeted to NB people or women. 

• Languages: It would be helpful to market this to someone who is bilingual, with 

preferences for languages for East or Southeast Asian languages like Chinese/Mandarin, 

Korean, Japanese, Thai, Burmese, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Tagalog/Filipino, Malay, or 

Arabic. 
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• Education: College or high school level. 

• Fields of study: Media studies, Gender studies, Communication/Journalism, Film and 

Television Studies, etc.  

• Household composition: working women, “young and hip”, “young adults in home”, 

and within the “Moms” category: big-city moms (seeing that cities tend to lean more 

liberal and be more diverse), and trendy moms. 

• Politics (US): We want to have these messages display to users whose profiles have 

sorted them into the following categories: 

o Likely to engage with political content (liberal) 

o Self reported: donate to liberal political causes 

o Liberal 

o Very liberal 

• Business and Industry: Advertising, Digital Marketing, Display advertising, Social 

Media marketing 

• Politics and Social Issues:  

o community issues 

o charity and causes 

• Facebook Page Admins: This would be important because it signifies that this person 

can spread this message to a large group of people, by being an Admin it can mean that 

they are some type of influencer. 

• Expats 



• Most importantly, under the “Multicultural Affinity” category, the “Asian American 

(US)” would be the most important category to rely on to spread this message using 

tailored ad preferences. 

While using the Internet as a tool to spread this type of message is effective, it is 

important to use a “multi-modal” approach in order to have the most social influence, as 

demonstrated in Manuel Castells Opening: Networking Minds, Creating Meaning, Contesting 

Power.  Social change is motivated out of emotion, and the theory of affective intelligence 

argues that the trigger for social change is anger, while the repressor is fear (2). The rise in “mass 

self-communication” (3) is important, but he warns not to lose sight of multi-modal networks, 

and the combined power of the social circles that exist on and offline (4). By occupying both of 

these spaces, these movements create a "third space of autonomy" (5) in which movements can 

be both local and global, both physical and online. This is why we are hoping to disrupt using 

both online and public spaces. 

As we read in “Making Waves” by the Culture Group, art is a very effective way to 

spread a message (10). Artist’s voices are different from those of policy makers, academics, and 

professional organizers because they tend to think differently than most people and are willing to 

challenge the status quo head on (10). Similar to Castells’ theory of affective intelligence, we get 

an emphasis on the importance of an emotional response.  “Art connects with people’s emotions 

and opens them up to new possibilities. A white paper full of facts and figures isn’t going to 

reach people on a gut level. Art can elicit anger, outrage, sadness, curiosity, or compassion- all of 

which are needed in order to humanize issues of injustice (10)”. With the art that we create, we 

are hoping to spark an emotional reaction within the viewer to 1) point out the problem and 2) 



inspire them to speak up and say something about it, either online or offline, in order to elicit 

change for this important issue. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



Comparative Research/Case Study 

         In our multimedia project centering on gendered violence, we are focusing on the 

issue of the misrepresentation of Asian women in western media. In order to understand this 

particular topic, it is essential to examine the similar topics and similar social movements and 

campaigns that combat the misrepresentation of Asian people in general in western media. One 

such campaign whose strategies and messaging are comparable to the goals of our own project is 

the I AM Campaign by CAPE, or the Coalition of Asian Pacifics in Entertainment. This 

campaign, started in 2014, is described as an online, multimedia movement that shares the stories 

of Asian and Pacific Americans in entertainment such as actors, web and TV personalities, 

producers, and more. Through giving a platform and context to the personal stories and 

narratives of these recognizable Asian American figures, the I AM Campaign was meant to 

break stereotypes that exist for this demographic in the media and also create a positive and 

inspiring message for the wider Asian American audience. The campaign features a YouTube 

channel where the stories of each individual are featured in a separate video, along with a 

website for the campaign and a hashtag, “#IAmStory” (CAPE), that calls the audience to action 

in a similar way that the campaign’s celebrities told their stories. 

The campaign’s strategy focuses on engaging the wider public to understand the issues 

around stereotyping Asians in the media and the struggles that many Asian Americans face in 

entering the entertainment field in roles that are fair and that tell significant stories. This strategy 

is articulated through the video-format stories in which the celebrities that are a part of the 

campaign offer their own words about their experiences and advice for other Asian Americans. 

This strategy is put to action by the campaign’s hashtag that encourages the audience to “join the 

conversation, hear and learn from others, and share [their] story” by posting their own videos, 



images, etc. to Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube using “#IAmStory” (CAPE). The 

strategy involves the interaction between and contribution by both the Asian Pacific celebrities in 

the field as well as the audiences of the videos who were generally targeted as other Asian 

Americans. In order to increase this interaction, the campaign also featured Facebook Live Q & 

As on CAPE’s Facebook page where followers could ask the celebrities involved questions 

about their stories, experiences, or creative work and engage in their “I Am” stories while also 

sharing their own with each other. 

         The strengths of CAPE’s I AM campaign center first around its use of well-

known Asian American celebrities in film, television, and social media platforms in order to 

project the movement’s goal and message to the widest audience possible. By utilizing 

recognizable faces in order to promote the campaign, and creating videos that could be shared on 

the personal social media accounts of the celebrities, the campaign was able to gain more interest 

and attention that would give their call to action more feasibility. The campaign advertised itself 

as featuring people in media such as “Actress Constance Wu, Actor Daniel Dae Kim, Lifestyle 

Mogul Michelle Phan, News Personality Lisa Ling, and many more” (CAPE). In addition, the 

campaign grew its audience by utilizing the followers of CAPE’s own social media; the 

organization is a respected organization based in Los Angeles with about 7,000 followers on 

Facebook alone. Finally, the I AM Campaign found a strength in the financial sponsorship it 

received by Western Union. The use of a corporate sponsor funded the campaign to produce high 

quality content for the campaign’s website and YouTube channel as well as increase its 

promotional material; the sponsorship was also able to create more credibility for the campaign 

that might give more encouragement for audience members to take part in its call to action and to 

view and share its video content. 



         However, the campaign also maintained several weaknesses. The video stories, 

first, are in long format and are several minutes long each. The stories told by the Asian 

Americans in entertainment are not broken up by interview questions or text slides, nor are they 

heavily edited. Thus, it might be expected that the videos would have short audience retention as 

the attention span of videos posted online are largely not longer than two minutes. While the 

stories told were valuable, the campaign could have created shorter videos to share on social 

media while also posting the longer format videos for availability as well. The cause behind I 

Am, in addition, only applies to an Asian American audience, although the general public could 

take interest in the campaign. Even more, it focuses on people in the entertainment and creative 

fields, and many of the stories shared focus on the experiences of the individuals finding their 

way into their career fields as opposed to their personal lives or experiences with discrimination 

or prejudice. Not all audience members might be interested in these stories, as the general Asian 

American audience might have more personal investment in stories about relationships, school, 

work, and everyday life, which might have made it difficult for the campaign to connect with its 

audience. Finally, the campaign was discontinued after several years of posting videos centered 

around the “I Am” theme, and its website is largely out of date; it doesn’t feature any call to 

action or information that would be relevant to anyone after 2016, when the campaign was last 

updated. 
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